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energy could be released controllably by taking
Jdvantage of fission. Previous to the second
world war the uranium content of all the
uranium ores that were mined was estimated at
1 000 tons Before atomic energy work beeaai
to take the major part of the world s output of
uranium minerals the chief users of uranium
compounds were the ceramics and textile
industries See also Nuclear Reactors, BTucIeai
Fission F12(l)
Uranus. This planet was discovered by Herscliel
in 1781 Its diaueter is 32 000 miles and its
average distance from the sun is 1 783 million
mfles It lias five small satellites
Urea the final product m mammals of the break
down of nitrogenous waste e g excess ammo
acids It is very soluble in water and is
excreted in unne In 1828 Wohler synthesised
urea from inorganic matter This wob the first
laboratory synthesis of an organic substance
and retuted the idea that living creatures or life
force are necessary to create such substances
Ursa Major the Create- Bear or Charles s
Wain a constellation familiar to aE observers
because of tie brilliance of the seven stars form
mg Us outline It never eets in these lat tudes
Ursa Minor, the Lesser Bear Constellation has
like tTrsa Major seven prominent stars of which
the pole star ie the brightest
Utooias.   See J51
Valency A term used br chemists to describe
the combining ability of an element with respect
to hydrogen. Thus oxygen which forms water
HjO with hydrogen is said to have a valency
of two nitrogen (forms ammonia NHa) three
and carbon (forms methane CH<> four Chlor
ine forms hydrogen ehlonde HC1 and is said
to be monovalent This empirical approach
cannot account for valency m such compounds
as carbon monoxide CO which appears to
require both element0 to have the same
valency With the discovery of the electron
it was realised that the concept of valency
and chemical bonds is ultimately concerned
with the electronic structure of atoms and
theories have been advanced to explain why
the same element can have different valencies
in different compounds Iron for example can
have a valency of two (ITeClj ferrous chloride)
or three (PeClj ferric chloride) See FSO(2)
F66
Valentine's 0ay the 14th Peb is i festival
in celebration of St Valentine one of the
Christian martyrs of the 3rd cent A sweet
heart or Valentine is chosen on that day and
tetters or tokens sent secretly to the object of
affection
Valhalla in Scandinavian mythology is the special
Paradise to which the souls of warriors slain m
battle were transported. The term ib also
generally used to designate a burial place of
Ereatmen
Valkyries the chosen handmaidens of Odin ap
pointed to serve at the Valhalla banquets
Their most important office however according
to the Norse mythology was to nde through, the
air at a time of battle and point out the heroes
who were to fell It is one of these Vattynes
who is made the heroine of Wagners opera
Die WalkOre
Valve an electronic device consisting of two or
more metal plates (electrodes) usually enclosed
in an evacuated glass bulb One of the elect
lodes is heated causing electrons to be emitted
If a, positive voltage is applied to the other
electrode the electrons will move towards it and
the vattB mnst conduct electricity The cur
rent will only flow in one direction is the elect
ions are emitted only from one electrode A
valve with two electrodes is called a diode hut
by putting in one or more intermediate elect
rodes the flow of current c^ be sensitively
controlled and the valves are then called
triodes, pentodes, etc according to the total
number of electrodes in them. Valves have
found extensive applications in amplifiers,
rectifiers, oscillators, and many electronic
devices, pot are now being superseded by tran
sistcms in many applications where it Is advan-
tageous to have greater reliability smaller
power consumption, and smaller size
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Vampire or Werewolf according to ancient super
station was a spectre in tannin form which rose
from its grave in the night time and preyed upon
the hvmt as they slept sucking then blood and
then returning to the grave
Vampire Bats blood eating bats of tiopical
America They puncture the skin with their
moisor teeth leaving a wound that bleeds
profusely The blood is lapped up by the bat
not sucked
Vanadium a scarce metallic element symbol V
whose chief ores are carnotite and patromte
Some iron ores contain it Most of the vanaa
mm commercially produced finds its way into
vanadium steels which are used for tools and
parts of vehicles being hard tough and very
resistant to shocks The oxide is used as a
catalyst in industry especially m making
sulphuric acid
Van Allen Belts One of the most remarkable
discoveries made during the IGY 1957-58
was that the earth is surrounded by a great
belt of radiation Evidence came from Sput
ml II (which earned the dog Laika) and from
the American satellites Explorer* I ind III
The American scientist J A van Allen was
able to explain the puzzhng data collected from
these satellites Subsequent observations with
deep space probes showed that there are m fact
two zones of high intensity particle radiation
surrounding the earth one concentrated at a
distance of about 1 000 miles the other at about
15 000 miles A close relation exists between
the shapes of the zones and the earth s magnetic
field Recent evidence suggests that Jupiter
also is surrounded by a dense belt of trapped
energetic particles
Varnish is of two leading kinds spirit varnish
made from resinous substances dissolved in
spirit and oil varnish m which the dissolving
agent is linseed oil and turpentine
Vatican, the Papal residence at Home a famous
palace on the hill adjacent to St Peter s Its
museum is a rich treasure house of hterary and
artistic objects
Vauxhall Gardens a famous London pleasure
resort from the early part of the 18th to the
middle of the 19th cent It was here that
many great singers appeared where the earliest
balloon ascents were made and where tbTe
were fine displays of fireworks.
Vein   See Lode
Venus the brightest of all the planets whose orbit
lies between that of Mercury and the earth
second in order from the sun (see F7) It can
approach the earth to within 25 million miles
In common with all the other planets it moves
around the sun m the same direction as the
earth, but is the only one that rotates about its
axis in the opposite direction The planet takes
just under 225 earth days to complete an orbit
round the sun In 1967 Bussia succeeded in
soft landing an instrumented canister from their
Venus 4 research spacecraft Measurements
gave a picture of a very hostile environment—
high surface temperature a very high atmos
pheric pressure an atmosphere 15 times denser
than on earth of almost pure carbon dioxide
Venus 5 and Venus 6 made twin landings in
May 1969 and sent back data on the planet s
mysterious veil of white clouds
Venus Fly trap a well known insectivorous
plant (Dionaea muscijiula) occurring in Carolina
m damp mossy places It is related to the Sun
dew The leaf is the organ that catches the
insects The leaf blade is in two halves hinged
along the centre line Each half bears three
sensitive hairs called tagger hairs When an
insect touches a trigger the two halves of the
leaf clap together trapping the Insect between
them, when it is digested by a secretion (diges
tive enzymes) from the leaf which afterwards
absorbs the soluble products.
Vernalization Seeds which, after bemg exposed to
a low temperature produce plants that flower
earlier than usual are said to have been verna-
lized This technique of seed treatment de
vised by Lysenko is called vernalization It is
claimed to have been widely used in Busala to
obtain cereal crops in places where climatic con
dftions are favourable for only a wait season.
V«6afl»s, Treaty of, TJ*e Peace Treaty 1019
ending the first world war The first half

